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introduction
While Psionics Unleashed does a great job of 

implementing psionics in the Pathfinder Roleplaying 
Game, there were a lot of things that could have been 
done for psionics that just did not make it into the 
final version of Psionics Unleashed.

That’s where Psionics Expanded comes in.  
The goal of the Psionics Expanded project was to 

implement all of those advanced psionics concepts 
that we left out of Psionics Unleashed because of 
time, space, or resource constraints.  Psionic healing, 
new prestige classes, a true system for psionic 
talents, a true psionic tank, and psionic versions of 
options found in the Pathfinder® Roleplaying Game: 
Advanced Player’s Guide are all included in Psionics 
Expanded, as well as a host of new player options.

Who is it for?
Where Psionics Unleashed contained information 

for both the player and the GM, Psionics Expanded 
is aimed primarily for players.  With new classes, 
feats, character options, powers, prestige classes, 
and psionic items, everything in this book has been 
developed with the player in mind. 

Playtesting
Like Psionics Unleashed, all of the material in 

Psionics Expanded was playtested by you - the players.  
Players across the world used this material in their 
own games, giving sometimes harsh feedback about 
the new mechanics.  It is our belief that by including 
the psionic players in the development process, the 
final product ends up being of higher quality, better 
balanced, and simply more fun.  

We truly appreciate all the time, effort, and 
feedback that the psionic community has given for 
this project.

Serialized Releases
Unlike Psionics Unleashed, Psionics Expanded is 

being released as a series of smaller documents, 
each of a certain theme.  This is being done because 
it makes it easier to get the constituent parts of 
Psionics Expanded available to you, the player, 
while we work on the finished compiled book.  By 
separating the book into six initial pieces, it becomes 
significantly easier to manage.  

This release focuses on the aegis base class, as 
well as advanced rules such as 0th-level powers, 
and new feats, powers, and items.  Each subsequent 
release will focus on another aspect of the Psionics 
Expanded project, until all six have been released 
and we compile it all into a single book.

Because this project is being released in several 

parts, it is possible that material from one release is 
referenced in another.  While attempts were made 
to minimize this cross-referencing, major items like 
new classes are not reprinted in each release.

Definition of Terms
Below are definitions of some of the common 

terms used in this book.
Augment: An optional cost in power points that 

can be paid during manifestation to improve certain 
powers. The total power point cost is equal to the 
base power’s cost plus any power points spent on 
augmentation; this total power cost cannot exceed 
the character’s effective manifester level.

Base Class: A class that progresses from level 
1–20.

Manifester Level: Generally equal to the number 
of class levels (see below) in a manifesting class. 
Some prestige classes add manifester levels to an 
existing class.

Character Level: The sum of a character’s class 
levels.

Class Level: The level of a character in a particular 
class.

Key Ability Modifier: The ability score modifier 
for the character’s key ability score.  For psions, this 
is Intelligence, for psychic warriors it is Wisdom, 
and Charisma for wilders.

Manifester Level: Generally equal to the number 
of class levels in a given manifesting class. Some 
prestige classes add manifester levels to an existing 
class. Manifester levels from multiple base classes 
do not stack (they are tracked individually, akin to 
how sorcerer and wizard caster levels are tracked 
individually). A character with psi-like abilities, but 
no class levels in any manifesting class, does not 
have a manifester level for most purposes, including 
feat and prestige class requirements.

Metamorphosis Powers: One of the powers 
with metamorphosis in its name.  Specifically 
minor metamorphosis, metamorphosis, major 
metamorphosis, and true metamorphosis.

Power Point Reserve: A character’s personal 
store of power points. A character with a power 
point reserve gains the psionic subtype and can gain 
psionic focus, even if the power point reserve has 
been depleted.

Psionic Class: Any class which requires or grants 
psionic power points.

Psionic Focus: A psionically-empowered state 
of mind. Some abilities can only be used while a 
character has psionic focus. Some abilities can only 
be used by expending psionic focus; only one such 
ability can be used when psionic focus is expended.  
Gaining psionic focus is a full-round action that 
provokes attacks of opportunity.
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classEs
Along with a brand new base class, the aegis, 

presented in this section you will also find new 
options for the core psionic base classes: a new 
archetype for the soulknife and even a new concept 
- the advanced discipline - for psions.

nEw BasE class
While the four core psionic 

classes - the psion, psychic warrior, 
soulknife, and wilder - can fill 
many roles for the party, there 
are still necessary positions 
within an adventuring group 
that cannot be covered 
solely by the core psionics 
system.  Presented below 
you will find the aegis class, 
a psionic armor specialist, 
capable of creating 
customizable armor out 
of ectoplasm.

AegIS

While the shaper 
is the master of 
manipulating ectoplasm 
and creating any manner of 
item, the aegis has learned to 
take ectoplasm and form it into 
a suit to be worn around his body, 
granting him a variety of benefits.

The aegis can shape his astral suit 
into several different forms and is 
capable of altering its abilities to 
suit his needs.

Role: An aegis is a front-
line combatant.  His astral suit 
allows him significant flexibility in 
handling combat and non-combat 
situations, and his defensive abilities 
are considerable.

Alignment: Any.
Hit Die:  d10

Class Skills
The aegis’s class skills (and the key ability for 

each skill) are Acrobatics (Dex), Autohypnosis (Wis), 
Climb (Str), Craft (Int), Fly (Dex), Intimidate (Cha), 
Knowledge (Engineering) (Int), Knowledge (Psionics) 
(Int), Profession (Wis), Spellcraft (Int), Swim (Str), 
and Use Magic Device (Cha).

Skill Ranks per Level: 4 + Int modifier.

Class Features
All the following are class features of the aegis.
Weapon and Armor Proficiency: Aegii are 

proficient with all simple and martial weapons.  
Aegii are proficient with light armor and shields (but 
not tower shields).  Armor does not interfere with 
the aegis’s class features.

Power Points/Day: An aegis’s 
ability to manifest some of his 
abilities is limited by the power 

points he has available. 
His base daily allotment 
of power points is 

given on Table: The Aegis. 
In addition, he receives 
bonus power points 
per day if he has a high 

Intelligence score (see 
Table: Ability Modifiers 

and Bonus Power 
Points), treating his 
manifester level 
for the purposes of 
bonus power points 
as equal to his class 
level. His race may 
also provide bonus 
power points per 

day, as may certain 
feats and items.

Astral Repair (Ps): An 
aegis is capable of repair-

ing mundane items, re-
storing 2 hit points of 
damage to the touched 

item as a standard action 
usable at will.  If the ob-
ject has the broken con-
dition, this condition is 
removed if the object is 
restored to at least half 

its original hit points. 
All of the pieces of an object must be 
present for this ability to function.  

This ability has no effect on objects that have been 
warped or otherwise transmuted, but it can still re-
pair damage done to such items.

Form Astral Suit (Su): Every aegis learns to draw 
forth ectoplasm and form an astral suit around their 
form.  The aegis can select from three different 
types when forming his astral suit – skin, armor, 
or juggernaut.  An aegis is always considered to be 
proficient with his astral suit, even if he does not 
have the appropriate armor proficiency. The amount 

An aegis augments his 
physical form with a 

customized suit of ectoplasm
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of time forming this astral suit takes depends on the 
type of suit being formed. Different astral suit forms 
grant different free customizations.  These free 
customizations never count against the aegis’s total 
number of customization points spent on his astral 
suit, although customizations that have scaling 
costs, such as the Brawn customization, do count 
toward the customization point cost of subsequent 
selections. For example, the Astral Skin form grants 
the Nimble customization.  Should the aegis want 
to select Nimble again, he would have to pay the 
increased cost (4) instead of the initial cost (2).

The aegis chooses the appearance of his astral suit, 
although its shape must reflect the selections the 
aegis has chosen: astral skin would cover the aegis 
like a psychoactive skin, astral juggernaut would 
appear to cover the aegis like plate armor, etc.

An astral suit can be dismissed as a free action.
An astral suit does not function in areas where 

psionics do not work, such as a null psionics field.  
Dismiss ectoplasm can be used against an astral suit; 
treat the manifester level as the aegis’s class level, 

although the aegis can simply form his astral suit 
again on his next turn.

Astral Suit Types
There are three suit forms from which the aegis 

can choose.  Additional forms may be made available 
at your GM’s discretion.

Astral Skin: When formed in this way, an astral 
suit resembles a psychoactive skin.  Forming an 
astral suit into this form takes a swift action.  The 
aegis gains no armor bonus from his astral suit when 
worn in this fashion, but he gains the following free 
customizations: speed (2), nimble.  At 2nd level, 
the aegis gains the evasion customization as a free 
customization when the astral suit is in astral skin 
form.  At 12th level, the aegis gains the improved 
evasion customization as a free customization when 
the astral suit is in astral skin form.  An astral suit in 
this form does not count as any type of armor, but 
does count as a psychoactive skin and follows all the 
rules of a psychoactive skin.

Astral Armor: When formed into astral armor, an 

taBlE: thE aEgis

Level
Base 

Attack Bonus
Fort
Save

Ref
Save

Will 
Save Special

Customization 
Points

Power 
Points/ Day

1 +1 +2 +0 +2 Astral repair, form astral suit 3 1

2 +2 +3 +0 +3 Craftsman (+1), damage reduction 
(2/-)

4
2

3 +3 +3 +1 +3 Reconfigure (1/day) 5 3

4 +4 +4 +1 +4 Augment suit (1) 7 5

5 +5 +4 +1 +4 Damage reduction (3/-), Master 
Craftsman, reconfigure (2/day)

8
7

6 +6/+1 +5 +2 +5 Craftsman (+2) 9 9

7 +7/+2 +5 +2 +5 Reconfigure (3/day) 10 11

8 +8/+3 +6 +2 +6 Augment suit (2), damage reduction 
(4/-)

11
14

9 +9/+4 +6 +3 +6 Reconfigure (4/day) 13 17

10 +10/+5 +7 +3 +7 Craftsman (+3) 14 20

11 +11/+6/+1 +7 +3 +7 Damage reduction (5/-), reconfigure 
(5/day)

15
24

12 +12/+7/+2 +8 +4 +8 Augment suit (3), cannibalize suit 16 28

13 +13/+8/+3 +8 +4 +8 Reconfigure (6/day) 17 32

14 +14/+9/+4 +9 +4 +9 Craftsman (+4), damage reduction 
(6/-)

19
37

15 +15/+10/+5 +9 +5 +9 Reconfigure (7/day) 20 42

16 +16/+11/+6/+1 +10 +5 +10 Augment suit (4) 21 47

17 +17/+12/+7/+2 +10 +5 +10 Damage reduction (7/-), reconfigure 
(8/day)

22
52

18 +18/+13/+8/+3 +11 +6 +11 Craftsman (+5) 23 58

19 +19/+14/+9/+4 +11 +6 +11 Reconfigure (9/day) 25 64

20 +20/+15/+10/+5 +12 +6 +12 Augment suit (5), damage reduction 
(8/-), perfect merger

26
70
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astral suit resembles masterwork chainmail and is 
treated as such for all mechanical purposes.  Should 
the aegis be wearing armor when forming his astral 
suit in this fashion, the astral suit encloses the armor 
and the aegis gains the benefits of only his astral 
suit and not that from his armor, even if his armor 
would confer better benefits.  Forming an astral suit 
into this form takes a move action.  The aegis gains 
the following free customizations: brawn, improved 
damage.  At 2nd level, the aegis gains the flexible 
suit customization as a free customization when the 
astral suit is in astral armor form.  At 8th level, the 
astral suit resembles and is treated as a masterwork 
breastplate for all mechanical purposes.

Astral Juggernaut: When formed into astral 
juggernaut, an astral suit resembles masterwork 
half-plate and is treated as such for all mechanical 
purposes.  Should the aegis be wearing armor when 
forming his astral suit in this fashion, the astral suit 
encloses the armor and the aegis gains the benefits of 
only his astral suit and not that from his armor, even 
if his armor would confer better benefits. Forming 
an astral suit into this form takes a full-round action.  
The aegis gains the following free customizations: 
fortification, hardy. At 2nd level, the aegis gains 
the stalwart customization as a free customization 
when the astral suit is in astral juggernaut form.  At 
7th level, the astral suit resembles and is treated as 
masterwork full plate for all mechanical purposes.

Customization Points: An aegis gains a pool 
of points he can use to customize his astral 
suit, molding it to suit his needs.  Modifying the 
customization points spent on an astral suit requires 
8 hours of concentration.  An aegis may choose to 
leave customization points free when he sets his 
customization choices, allowing him to customize his 
suit on the fly.  If he does so, setting a customization 
in this fashion takes one minute of concentration 
and that customization cannot be changed until the 
aegis spends another 8 hours modifying the astral 
suit.

Each astral suit provides certain free customiza-
tions; these are provided on top of whatever custom-
izations the aegis pays for with customization points, 
and are not subject to the usual level prerequisites or 
increased costs. If the aegis changes the type of his 
astral suit and the free customizations would take 
the suit over the maximum limit (such as switching 
from an Astral Armor with 3 Nimble customizations 
to Astral Skin, which grants an additional Nimble 
customization), the excess customizations go inert 
until the astral suit is changed to make the selections 
valid (by reconfiguring the customization points via 
8 hours of concentration or Reconfigure ability or 
switching the astral suit type).

Craftsman: Beginning at 2nd level, an aegis gains 
a +1 bonus to any one Craft skill of his choice.  At 
6th level and every four levels thereafter, this bonus 
increases by 1.

Damage Reduction: Starting at 2nd level, when 
an aegis is wearing his astral suit, he gains damage 
reduction 2/-, regardless of what type of astral suit 
he is wearing.  At 5th level and every three levels 
thereafter, this damage reduction improves by 1.

Invigorating Suit (Su): An aegis of at least 3rd 
level wearing his astral suit gains a +4 bonus on 
the following checks and saves: Swim checks 
made to resist nonlethal damage from exhaustion; 
Constitution checks made to continue running; 
Constitution checks made to avoid nonlethal 
damage from a forced march; Constitution checks 
made to hold breath; Constitution checks made to 
avoid nonlethal damage from starvation or thirst; 
Fortitude saves made to avoid nonlethal damage 
from hot or cold environments; and Fortitude saves 
made to resist damage from suffocation.

Reconfigure: Starting at 3rd level, an aegis 
can reconfigure up to his Intelligence modifier in 
customization points on his astral suit once per day 
as a standard action.  Every two levels thereafter, he 
can use this ability an additional time per day.

Augment Suit (Su): An aegis learns how to infuse 
his astral suit with his psionic power, augmenting 
the capacity of his suit. Beginning at 4th level, the 
aegis may spend up to one power point per four 
class levels to customize his Astral Suit, gaining one 
temporary customization point for each power point 
spent.

This ability, activated as a standard action, lasts for 
a number of rounds equal to the aegis’ Intelligence 
modifier.

Activating this ability again, while already in use, 
immediately causes the previous duration to end.

An aegis may end the duration as a free action at 
any time.

Master Craftsman: At 5th level, an aegis gains the 
Master Craftsman feat as a bonus feat.  He must still 
meet the prerequisites of the feat in order to gain its 
benefits.

Cannibalize Suit (Su): Starting at 12th level, 
an aegis learns to convert the psionic energy used 
to create his suit into healing power.  Once per 
day as a standard action, he can dismiss his astral 
suit and heal a number of hit points equal to his 
customization pool.  The aegis cannot reform his suit 
again for one minute after using this ability.  Every 
two levels thereafter, the aegis can use this ability an 
additional time per day.  Additional customization 
points gained from Augment Suit are not counted for 
this ability.
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Perfect Merger (Su): An aegis of 20th level has 
learned to become one with his suit.  His suit cannot 
be dispelled or removed against his will by any 
means, although his astral suit ability still does not 
function within areas where psionics do not work, 
such as a null psionics field.  

In addition, the aegis can spend two daily uses of his 
reconfigure ability, to alter all of the customizations 
on his astral suit.

Finally, once per day, the aegis can boost his 
cannibalize suit ability, healing all of his hit point 
damage, although he cannot reform his suit for 
ten minutes after using this ability, rather than the 
standard one minute.

Customizations
Customizations are grouped by their cost in 

customization points.  An aegis only gains the benefits 
of a customization when he is wearing his astral suit.  
Unless specified otherwise, a customization may not 
be selected multiple times.

1-point Customizations
The following customizations cost 1 point from the 

aegis’s customization pool.

Darkvision: The aegis gains darkvision out to a 
range of 60 feet.

Energy Resistance: The aegis gains resist 5 against 
his active energy type. This resistance increases by 5 
for every 5 levels the aegis possesses, to a maximum 
of 15 at 10th level.  This customization can be selected 
multiple times.  Each time beyond the first, the aegis 
selects an energy type (cold, electricity, fire, or sonic) 
to gain resistance to, in addition to his active energy 
type.  If the aegis’s active energy type is the same as 
one he has selected, the effects do not stack.

Evasion: As long as the aegis is wearing the astral 
suit, if the aegis is subjected to an attack that normally 
allows a Reflex save for half damage, he takes no 
damage if he makes a successful saving throw.   The 
aegis must be at least 2nd level before selecting this 
customization.

Extra Arms, Lesser: The aegis’s astral suit has an 
extra pair of arms with limited function.  Each arm 
can hold, but not use, any one item that can normally 
be held in one hand.  Items held in this way count 
toward the aegis’s carrying capacity.  The aegis can 

retrieve any item held by his extra arms as a swift 
action.  The aegis does not gain any mechanical 
benefit from items held by these arms, such as a 
shield bonus to armor class.

Flexible Suit: The aegis’s armor check penalty is 
reduced by 1 (to a minimum of 0).  The aegis may also 
sleep in his astral suit without becoming fatigued, if 
he was not already able to do so (such as if in astral 
skin form).

Hardened Strikes: The aegis is considered to be 
armed even when unarmed, does not provoke 
attacks of opportunity when making unarmed 
strikes, and his unarmed strikes deal lethal damage.  
In addition, the aegis’s unarmed strikes can deal 
slashing or piercing damage, chosen at the time the 
customization is selected, instead of bludgeoning 
damage.

Harness Power Stone: The aegis can manifest a 
single 1st-level power from a power stone stored 
in his power stone repository as if it were a known 
power, with an effective manifester level of 1. This 
effective manifester level does not make an aegis 
eligible for feats and prestige classes requiring a 
manifester level, nor does it allow him to activate 
other power stones without a Use Magic Device 
check. The aegis may manifest the chosen power as 
many times as his power point pool will allow, but 
changing to a different power (either within the 
same power stone, or within another power stone in 
the repository) requires a move action and flushes 
the old power from the power stone (so power stones 
with multiple powers lose one power, but the rest are 
unaffected; power stones with only a single power 
are flushed and dissolved). If this customization is 
lost or removed, any applicable attuned power is 
flushed from the power stone.  The aegis must be at 
least 3rd level and have the Power Stone Repository 
customization to select this customization. This 
customization may be selected a second time 
beginning at 5th level; doing so allows the aegis to 
manifest a second 1st-level power from a power 
stone (either a second stone, or a second power in 
an already-selected stone). The aegis may freely 
alternate between these two powers (or any others 
gained via Harness Power Stone customizations) 
when manifesting, but trading out either power for 
a new power flushes out the sacrificed power as 
usual.

Harness Shard: The aegis is able to place a single 
shard into the astral suit as a move action.  By 
spending one power point as a standard action, he 
can gain one use of the shard without the shard 
disintegrating.  This customization may be selected 
multiple times.  Each time, it allows the aegis to store 
an additional shard within the astral suit, although 
each shard must be activated separately.

activE EnErgy tyPE
Although the aegis is not a true manifesting 

class, he can still gain an active energy type (cold, 
electricity, fire, or sonic) just like any other psionic 
character when he gains psionic focus.
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